
Myrtle Pink: Temperament Assessment
D.O.B: 8.31.22
Weight: 5.50

VIDEO LINK:
https://smeraglia.wistia.com/medias/iaidfsufy1

7 Wk:

https://www.teddybeargoldendoodles.com/videos/scarlett-marie-6-weeks-2
https://smeraglia.wistia.com/medias/iaidfsufy1


Individual Notes:
Myrtle pink is confident and self-assured, although she needed a little more time to adjust and was slightly more timid than
the rest of the litter. She shows some stress in new situation and little to no stress around new people. She is curious and
investigative with new sites and sounds, although she did startle in the beginning but recovered on her own. She is
socially appropriate in her interactions with litter mates, cats, and with other dogs. She is also socially appropriate in her
interactions with people. She does vocalize in socially appropriate situations and is the most vocal of the group but it was
easily managed and redirected. She does use her mouth to initiate or engage in play but has very good bite inhibition.
She is comfortable and tolerant of handling and restraint. Pink has mid to moderate energy. She has good motivations for
food and toys. She has very good motivations for interaction. She is a bit more timid than the rest of the puppies in the
litter. Her motivations and energy level will improve as her confidence improves. She is engaging but naturally gentle and
respectful. She can be overwhelmed in situations that are too much, too fast. She will do best in a home that is going to
allow her to adjust to new things without being overwhelmed. The litter overall have no red flags and show no
possessiveness. They are all comfortable and tolerant of handling and restraint. There are some subtle differences
between the puppies in this litter. The puppies are curious, social, happy, and playful. They are eager and engaging while
still being content to explore and play on their own. They are well balanced and will adapt well into most any home.

Health notes:
Pink has no health notes.


